Below are the updates for activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of June 30, 2014……………..

*Gaut Pad – All (3) wells turned over to production (w/o tubing).

*Mamont South 1 Pad - All 5 wells turned over to production.

*Shaw Pad – All (3) wells tubed and turned over to production.

*Mamont South 1 Pad Pipeline – Pipeline installation and ROW reclamation is complete.

**Carried over from last month. No update currently available.

*Mamont Compressor Site - The compressor building has been completed including overhead doors. There is still some electrical work to be finished with the crane and pulling of wire. Marty is coordinating this electrical work.

>Sub Station – The substation has been put on hold due to the crew being sent to Majorsville. When complete at Majorsville they will return to Mamont to finish up with the substation.

>E&S controls - The top soil pile has been 100% seeded and the access road removed from accessibility to the top soil pile.

>Keller has installed all concrete barriers around the tee posts and areas to be protected.

>Waiting for Engineer to come to location and give us a diagram for the bracing of the suction valve and piping. When this is received Penn Mechanical will come to location and give us a quote for the bracing of piping and concrete work that needs to be performed.

>Fairmont came to location and made a list for the removal of extra piping that is still on location that needs taken to the Fairmont yard. The piping will be removed when Webnic comes back to location to finish the substation.